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“We are now in the ludicrous position
where contemporary artists, writers and
musicians in capitalist economies have
to turn themselves into instantly
recognisable, easily marketable brands
at best and preening, pouting celebrities
at worst, if they’re to make a decent
living from their creations.”

Compass publications are intended to create real
debate and discussion around the key issues facing the
democratic left - however the views expressed in this
publication are not a statement of Compass policy.
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Dancing through
Depression:
RReecceessssiioonn,,  tthhee  LLeefftt
aanndd  CCuullttuurraall  PPoolliittiiccss
AAnnddrreeww  PPeeaarrmmaaiinn

hat does “left wing culture”
mean to you? Some
interminable, badly performed

sub-Brechtian play in a draughty church
hall? A droning protest song about
the mistreatment of peasants and
workers by some bearded hippie
with his eyes closed and a finger in
his ear? A plodding, weepy novel
about love among the lumpen
proletariat? A community art project
exhibition of blurry water colour
landscapes, quirky photographs of
familiar objects, and pictures of pets
and bowls of fruit? Or perhaps
worst of all, just something you’d
rather not think about? Like so
much left wing political activity, we carry a
lot of historical baggage into this particular
department. What I want to look at here
is the record of the British left in the
production and consumption of ‘culture’,
how it’s affected by economic recession,
and the prospects for left-wing ‘cultural
intervention’ in the context of the
impending economic ‘downturn’.  

The Politics of Recession

Recession is bad for left wing politics. At
least that’s the received wisdom, beyond
the “final death agonies of capitalism”
fringe. In general historical terms it seems
to hold good. The recessions and
depressions of the 20th century very
much favoured the political right, and
enabled reactionary solutions to periods
of social turbulence. In the 1930s, fascism
afflicted much of Europe and turned back
the tides of post-1917 revolutionary
change, at least until it over-reached itself
and provoked world war. In the 1980s,

neo-liberalism imposed free market utopia
on the economic and social arrangements
of much of the world. In Thatcher’s Britain
more than anywhere else, it swept away
the social democratic consensus of full
employment, greater equality and welfare
statism. 

The left – still in those days a force to be
reckoned with – never knew what hit it,
from the Marxist and anarchist leftovers of
1968 to the several more respectable
shades of Labourism. The socialist left
went into rapid, arguably terminal decline,
while even our more centrist social
democracy – for all the noise of the SDP
and the Labour soft left – lost its material,

philosophical and social basis. In its
Croslandite formulation at least, social
democracy had been predicated on steady
growth in the capitalist economy and the
power of the labour movement to extract
worthwhile concessions which would
eventually amount to ‘democratic
socialism’. The ‘technocratic-managerial’
expansion of capitalism would, rather
more slowly and partially than in Marxist
accounts but just as surely, bring about its
own demise. What 20th century socialists
of all varieties underestimated (unlike
Marx in the 19th century) was capitalism’s
internal dynamism and resourcefulness,
particularly its ability to foresee and
diagnose its own problems and impose its
own corrective solutions. Perhaps because
of the superficial differences between, say,
fascism in the ‘30s and Thatcherism in the
‘80s, we didn’t see the persistent,
underlying regenerative capacities of
capital. 

Besides, the British left has always seemed
more interested in itself than in its
opponents or the wider world. Its political
responses to these new guises for reaction
were confused, frequently insular and
sectarian, and showed little insight into
why the right was suddenly able to mount
a material and ideological appeal to ‘the
masses’ the left historically regarded as its
own.  Plainly we are entering another
period of capitalist ‘adjustment’ or ‘shake-
out’, when economic imbalances - in the
present case, the over-supply of credit and
property price-inflation - are to be
corrected. It is as always a brutal process,
with homes, jobs, lives and livelihoods
blighted and destroyed to create a new
settlement. Not surprisingly, change for
the worse creates fear and uncertainty,
and people turn to whichever political
forces promise (however vainly and
demagogically) to maintain the status
quo. By definition, these are the
political forces of the right. We should
not be surprised at the revival of the
Tories; beneath the neo-Blairite sheen
of the Cameroons, the Conservatives
are still the ‘natural party of recession’.

The Culture of Recession

On the other hand, and again taking the
1930s and ‘80s as examples, recession
seems to be much better for left wing
culture. There is something about periods
of economic crisis which generates
cultural opposition and an appetite for
alternatives. Perhaps it’s because cultural
innovation does not require popular
approval, and actually (at its most ‘avant-
garde’) thrives on popular indifference or
downright hostility. It is unashamedly elitist,
has nothing to do with the construction of
majorities, and sets out to disturb and
provoke, even on occasions to outrage
and alienate. In periods of stability, when
the prevailing cultural climate is inherently
bland, this can come across as self-
indulgent obscurantism, decadent elitism.
Throughout the recent ‘long boom’, art
has been routinely commodified into an
investment vehicle for the new super-rich,
forms of (in Bourdieu’s terms) “objectified
cultural capital” which bear less and less
obvious relationship to aesthetic value and
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artistic merit, let alone the lives and
feelings of most people1. We are now in
the ludicrous position where
contemporary artists, writers and
musicians in capitalist economies have to
turn themselves into instantly recognisable,
easily marketable brands at best and
preening, pouting celebrities at worst, if
they’re to make a decent living from their
creations. 

Some of our popular culture – or rather
mass entertainment - contains distant
echoes of elite art, but for the most part
it is wholly genre-bound, which basically
means it’s a version of something else,
assembled to placate and pacify rather
than stimulate and challenge. Safe and
reliable, it kills time and gets us to sleep.
Our mainstream culture consists of ever
larger amounts of the same thing chasing
the patronage of an increasingly bored and
attention-deficited cultural consumer. For
all the money sloshing around in the
‘creative industries’, which now account
for a huge proportion of our ‘post-
industrial’ economy, we’ve just produced a
glut; and glut doesn’t foster quality, just
makes it harder to find. For want of time
and money to go looking for it, most of us
have to make do with the dross. There is
an almost tangible sense of cultural
exhaustion in most of our popular art-
forms, forced to mine the past; recycle,
repackage, rehash.  

But recession can have a purgative effect
on culture, and turn art to its proper
constructive purposes: representing and
deepening human experience and
perception, enriching our common feelings
and insights, communicating universal
truths, above all connecting hearts, minds
and souls. For all their poverty, distress and
unemployment, the 1930s in Britain were
years of extraordinary creative innovation
and radical-democratic artistic practice,
what one historian has called “a popular
front of the mind”, with touring and
repertory theatre companies bringing new
popular drama to cities, towns and villages,
mass political literacy promoted by the
Left Book Club and the Workers
Education Association, the fine arts of

painting and sculpture finding new forms
and appreciative  audiences. It all
amounted to an unprecedented (and
soon reversed after the war) blurring of
the lines “between London and the
provinces, between professional and
amateur, mainstream and radical”. As a
form of “cultural as well as military and
economic mobilisation”, it contributed
directly to the war effort, and created
expectations of “a popular and radical
peacetime culture” which were to be sadly
disappointed by the Attlee government2.   

The 1980s properly began several years
earlier, with the Labour embrace of
monetarism and abandonment of social
democracy signalled by Callaghan’s 1975
declaration that “the party’s over”. It was
the ensuing sense of mounting social and
economic disintegration which created the
rude nihilism of punk, and the more sober
pessimism of post-punk. By 1985 it had all
collapsed, not least because Thatcherism
had destroyed the remnants of 1968-era
‘alternativism’ which had fed, clothed,
housed, printed, recorded and distributed
(and otherwise paid for, usually on the
dole) the music, art, theatre and style of
that extraordinary decade. I was involved
in the beginnings of the comedy boom,
which started out as ‘alternative cabaret’ in
pub back rooms and community centres;
diverse bills, not just stand-up comedy but
poetry, performance art, music and
whatever else anybody could think of.
There was an explicitly political edge to
the social observation, usually but not
always left wing. 

By the mid-‘80s, the circuit was overrun
with audiences of drunken, braying,
heckling Hoorays  and City boys
demanding shouting matches with stand-
up comics, who proved themselves by
heckling back: a dialogue of sorts, if you’re
interested in the raw bawlings of cocky
young men. This inherently conservative -
individualistic and competitive - form soon
became the only show in town. With the
aid of television and radio production
companies, it brought forth a vast and
lucrative professional network of game
and sketch shows, theatre tours and

festivals. Chuckles, snarls and sniggers on
an industrial scale; all designed to flatter
their audiences for being in on the joke.
The left’s own cultural interventions of the
time were decidedly ill-fated. Red Wedge,
a semi-official Labour Party gathering of
performers around musicians Billy Bragg
and Paul Weller, foundered either on party
bureaucracy (Harris) or New Labour’s
push for respectability (Heffernan &
Marqusee)3. The various Communist Party
jamborees declined with the party itself:
my own personal final straw came at a
1985 Alexandra Palace shindig, when I was
asked to persuade my fellow ‘alternative
cabaret’ performers to forego their fees,
after they’d performed, because the ticket
income had all been blown on The Flying
Pickets.    

Does it have to be like this? Do our
creative responses to recession always end
up being absorbed and neutralised by
resurgent capitalism? Historically it seems
so, but almost invariably the cultural
ineptitude of the British left – specifically
its lack of insight into the creative process
and the way culture works – has
something to do with it. According to
Croft, “the Labour Party did not have a
history of interest or involvement in
cultural issues”, so while it took electoral
advantage of the cultural upheavals of the
1930s and ‘40s, it never led, shaped or
much contributed to them, apart from
what Sinfield calls “the uneasy amalgam of
museum and trade fair” of the 1951
Festival of Britain4. The Communist Party,
which did at least have some record of
cultural policy and activity, was beginning
its slow death after its wartime peak.
When things resettled after the war, the
cultural elite was easily able to re-establish
control. What Virginia Woolf had called
“the leaning ivory tower” was put firmly
back upright. By the 1980s, both the
Labour Party and the CP were too
preoccupied with their own internal
torments to take much notice – beyond
token gestures like Red Wedge and the
People’s Festivals - of a bunch of unruly
artistic malcontents.
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What’s Going On?

As always, we have to hope for a different
future. There are already emerging some
interesting responses to the downturn. To
take popular music: there’s not much sign
of it in the UK, where weary ‘indy’ and
retreads of ‘60s black music remain
dominant, but there are some great new
(and not so new) bands coming from
America – a country big enough to sustain
a number of vibrant regional music scenes
in places as different as Minnesota, Texas
and Brooklyn NY – and interesting
responses from continental Europe. Now
that it’s no longer mainstream, dance
music is producing some interesting
sounds, from the techno-rock of LCD
Soundsystem to the pop-funk of Gnarls
Barkley. And here in the UK, on the fringes
of much–reviled ‘chav’, there is some
extraordinary, almost cinematic music
coming out of the South London ‘dubstep’
scene from acts like Burial or the Bug,
which responds directly to our growing
recessionary sense of unease and
disaffection. 

There is, as in all contemporary cultural
forms, an awful lot of musical dross
around. British cinema, artificially life-
supported by dollops of lottery funding, is
very much the same.  Popular taste
remains fundamentally conservative, and in
thrall to celebrity and hype. But with a bit
of digging, you can find some really good
stuff; 99 per cent of British films may be
risible, derivative garbage, for instance, but
there is ‘national-popular’ work of low-
budget near-genius in This is England,
London to Brighton and Control. The
challenge for ‘the left’ – whatever that
curious term actually means these days –
is to identify and appreciate cultural work
of genuine quality and substance, help
sustain and spread it, and for once – just
maybe – enlist its critical support during
what will be an inevitably rough political
ride through the coming recession.
Andrew Pearmain is a Research Fellow in
History at the University of East Anglia
and author of ‘Antonio Gramsci and the
Politics of New Labour’ (forthcoming)
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